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Introduction
Welcome to the StarLedger GoldPaper.

In this paper, you will learn about the project, StarLedger.

About

StarLedger is a space-themed metaverse which takes place in our 
galaxy.

Hop aboard a spaceship and explore your favorite stars and 
constellations.

Buy, sell and auction NFTs such as stars, explorers, planets and other 
collectibles.

Chill with friends in space, attend intergalactic concerts, experience 
space on earth.

The 2022 roadmap will set the foundation of StarLedger and bring 
us into a new age of space exploration... in the metaverse.
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Company
StarLedger, Inc. was created in December 2021. StarLedger started 
out as StarLedger NFT, a collection of 5000 stars which represent 
stars in our galaxy.

Since winning the Metis Hackathon (NFT track), our team and vision 
have grown. StarLedger is now on track to become a major player in 
the Web3 world.
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Products
In 2022, StarLedger is set to release 7 products:

StarLedger NFT
Official NFT collections. Star, Planet & Avatar NFTs.

StarLedger Map 
A map of stars and constellations for the Star NFT collection.

StarLedger Marketplace
A marketpace for official and exclusive StarLedger NFTs.

StarLedger Metaverse
An immersive space-themed metaverse.

StarLedger Gallery
An app for TV and mobile to display StarLedger NFTs.

StarLedger Minting
An app used for minting events.

StarLedger Member
A members-only app for managing NFTs, profile and more.
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Metis
What is Metis?

Metis is an Ethereum Layer 2 Rollup Platform.

Why Metis?

Low fees, fast transactions, NFT storage and DAC features.
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Metis Network
Layer 1 vs Layer 2

Metis is solving Ethereum’s 6 biggest challenges: Simplicity. Speed. 
Storage. Scalability. Security. Savings.

     Ethereum   Ethereum +
     alone (Layer 1)   Metis (Layer 2)

Transaction Cost  High     Low

Transaction Speed Slow     Fast

Functionality   Limited    Rich

Usability   Difficult    Easy

Affordable Storage None    Native

Scalability   Expensive    Effective

Security    Layer    Layers

DAO Quickstart  No     Yes

Connection Details

Metis Andromeda (mainnet)

Chain ID: 1088
RPC: https://andromeda.metis.io/?owner=1088
L1 Network: Ethereum

Metis Stardust (testnet)

Chain ID: 488
RPC: https://andromeda.metis.io/?owner=488
L1 Network: Rinkeby 7



STARLEDGER
NFT
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What is an NFT?
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a non-interchangeable unit of data 
stored on a blockchain, a form of digital ledger, that can be sold and 
traded. Types of NFT data units may be associated with digital files 
such as photos, videos, and audio. Because each token is uniquely 
identifiable, NFTs differ from blockchain cryptocurrencies, such as 
Ethereum.

ERC-721 and ERC-1155 Token Standards
StarLedger NFT uses two token standards: ERC-721 and ERC-1155

ERC-721 was the first standard for representing non-fungible digital 
assets on the Ethereum blockchain. ERC-721 is an inheritable 
Solidity smart contract standard, meaning that developers 
can create new ERC-721-compliant contracts by copying from 
a reference implementation. ERC-721 provides core methods 
that allow tracking the owner of a unique identifier, as well as a 
permissioned way for the owner to transfer the asset to others.

The ERC-1155 standard offers “semi-fungibility”, as well as providing 
an analogue to ERC-721 functionality (meaning that an ERC-721 
asset could be built using ERC-1155). Unlike ERC-721 where a unique 
ID represents a single asset, the unique ID of an ERC-1155 token 
represent a class of assets, and there is an additional quantity field 
to represent the amount of the class that a particular wallet has. The 
assets under the same class are interchangeable, and the user can 
transfer any amount of assets to others.
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Official NFTs &
Exclusive NFTs
StarLedger NFT is split 
into two types: Official and 
Exclusive.

Official NFTs are created by 
StarLedger. They are official to 
the StarLedger brand.

Exclusive NFTs are curated 
works by talented artists, 
photographers, writers 
and musicians. These are 
exclusively sold in the 
StarLedger ecosystem and 
will be made available in the 
StarLedger Metaverse.
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StarLedger NFT: Stars, First Edition

The first StarLedger NFT collection is made up of 5000 stars which represent stars in our 
galaxy.

Public minting for Star NFTs started on Feb 8, 2022 and will continue in weekly releases 
until all 5000 Star NFTs are minted.

Official NFTs
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Star NFT Certificate

Each star is minted as an NFT using the ERC-721 token standard. 
The image for the NFT is a StarLedger Certificate as shown above.
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Star NFT Ranking

Each star is ranked from 1 - 5000 
based on several traits:

- Color
- Magnitude
- Stellar Classification
- Named or unnamed?
- Part of a constellation line?
- Brightest star in constellation? 
- Brightest star in constellation line?

Star NFT Rarity

Based on a star’s ranking, it is 
divided into 5 classes of rarity:

- Standard
- Notable
- Rare
- Ultra Rare
- Legendary

Legendary stars are the most scarce. 
They are made up of the most 
unique stars in the galaxy.

LEGENDARY
100 (2%) ULTRA RARE

250 (5%)

RARE
500 (10%)

NOTABLE
1250 (25%)

STANDARD
2900 (58%)

COLOR MAGNITUDE

STELLAR
CLASSIFICATION
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StarLedger NFT: Explorers, First Edition

Hop into the StarLedger Metaverse with your explorer and interact 
in new ways. Customize your explorer.

Official NFTs

Concept design. Final design subject to change.
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StarLedger NFT: Planets, First Edition

The next frontier. Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus & Neptune.

Official NFTs

Concept design. Final design subject to change.
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Art
Painting, drawings, sculptures. 
Enjoy visually appealing art in 
your quarters...

Photography
Frame a photo and hang it 
on your wall or put it on your 
nightstand...

Exclusive NFTs

...in the metaverse
16

Concept design. Final design subject to change.



Exclusive NFTs

Literature
Read books, magazines and 
comic books online...

Music
Share your favorite tunes with 
friends....

...in the metaverse
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Concept design. Final design subject to change.



STARLEDGER
MAP
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StarLedger Map
More than just a work of art, Star NFTs represent actual stars in our 
galaxy.

All 5,000 stars and their constellations are viewable in the 
StarLedger Map.

Drag the map around in a 360 view. Zoom in to get a closer look. 
Tap each star to see information about that star.
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STARLEDGER
MARKETPLACE
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StarLedger Marketplace
StarLedger will have its own marketplace. The purpose of this 
marketplace is to provide a thoughtfully crafted experience for 
members. Items in the marketplace can be used in the StarLedger 
Metaverse.

Both Official NFTs and Exclusive NFTs will be made available in the 
StarLedger Marketplace.

Buy it now or bid on an auction to grab your favorite stars. Use the 
StarLedger Map as a guide to find all stars within a constellation. 
Filter by rarity, name, constellation, color, magnitude and 
classification. Sort by ranking and release date.
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STARLEDGER
METAVERSE
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StarLedger Metaverse

A space-themed metaverse. Discover stars and 
constellations as an Explorer aboard a community 
spaceship.

Fully interactive. View stars up close. Hang out with friends 
in space. Decorate your room. Watch bands play on the rings 
of Saturn. And so. much. more.

Concept design. Final design subject to change.
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Interactive NFTs

A big part of the StarLedger ecosystem is NFTs.

NFTs are not just tradable in the StarLedger Marketplace. 
You can also interact with them as follows:

- Hang art
- Frame a photo
- Listen to music
- Read a comic
- Customize clothes
- Play a card game with friends
- Watch a band

Concept design. Final design subject to change.
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Seasons

The StarLedger Metaverse will have 3 seasons in 2022.

Each Season brings new changes, features and storyline 
which drastically changes the experience of the metaverse.

Q2 Season 1

Q3 Season 2

Q4 Season 3

Concept design. Final design subject to change.
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VR Mode

Explore the StarLedger Metaverse in virtual reality and 
immerse yourself in space. Available on PC & Consoles

Game Mode
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AR Mode

See space right before your eyes. Hold stars in your hands. 
Explore the StarLedger galaxy on your tabletop.

Official NFT
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STARLEDGER
GALLERY
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StarLedger Gallery
StarLedger Gallery is an upcoming app that allows members to view 
their animated StarLedger NFTs in 4K on TV, mobile and desktop.
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Roadmap

Q1 StarLeder NFT: Stars

 StarLedger Map

 StarLedger Marketplace

 Exclusive NFTs

 Metis, the comic book series

Q2 StarLedger NFT: Explorers

 StarLedger Metaverse

Q3 StarLedger Gallery

Q4 StarLedger NFT: Planets

WE ARE HERE

JAN 2022

DEC 2022
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Utility

The utility of StarLedger NFTs is simple:

- NFTs are thoughtfully created and/or curated
- NFTs can be used in the metaverse
- NFTs are tradable

In addition, star holders are eligible for the following:

- Early access to metaverse (including demo versions)
- Early access to Explorer minting
- Early access to Planet minting*
- NFT Airdrops
- Printable copy of star certificate
- Digital copy viewable in 4K via StarLedger Gallery
- View stars and constellations in StarLedger Map

* Planet NFTs are extremely scarce. The only way to have a chance at minting is to be a star 
holder when minting for Planet NFTs begins.
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STARLEDGER
FOUNDERS
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Our Story

StarLedger was created by Chris Tate, a principal software 
engineer, and Crystal Tate, a frontend software engineer.

Chris Tate, CEO

• Software Dev of 25 years (across Education, Medical, Food, Retail, Fashion, 
Creator, Music)

• Recent roles include Principal Engineer, Product Manager and 
entrepreneur

• Created developer tools such as: Marvelous (a microservices framework), 
Zapp (source code generator) & JazzDB (a light data store in JS)

• Completely obsessed with code

Crystal Tate, COO

• Front End Software Engineer
• Co-Founder of Austin Code Shop
• Created a CPG food line which was sold in 6 countries and over 1k retailers 

including Whole Foods & more
• Recently, built blockchain software for private companies to manage 

supply chain in web 3
• Completely obsessed with product innovation
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RESOURCES

Official StarLedger Website

starledger.org

StarLedger Minting

mint.starledger.org

StarLedger Map

app.starledger.org

Twitter

twitter.com/StarLedgerNFT

Discord

discord.gg/starledger

Telegram

t.me/starledger


